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The Backstitch Variation 

 

I do not use that many stitches for my 

embroidery. I like to keep it simple. I stick 

with a few basics and have developed some 

personal style around them.  The split back 

stitch is my favorite all purpose stitch.   It is 

like the regular back stitch, or the split stitch 

except the splitting is done by stepping back 

and on the surface where you can see it. The 

lion quilt was embellished using mostly this 

stitch.  If you plan to write on your piece or 

need lines or outlining, this is a perfect stitch.  

You can  also use it as a filler. The surface of 

this stitch wears well and stands up to 

repeated washing without loosening up. 

Video 1     Video 2 

TIP: with any filler stitch it helps to fill in the area to be stitched with a pen, especially dark on light. This can help hide 

the gaps in your stitch. If you care.   

I do not use an embroidery hoop, I prefer to hold the fabric and press the stitches between my fingers as I go. 

(the thumb smash) The basting process stabilizes the cloth enough and the pressing of the stitches evens out the 

tension. I find the process more relaxing without the hoop, less like school, ha!,  and it eliminates that annoying 

popping sound. This touching of the cloth as I stitch seems to teach me more about the stitching, how tight to 

pull, the feel of the buildup of stitch and how that might affect the cloth itself, helping me adjust my methods 

and making the whole process less fearful. 

 

The regular back stitch is useful but I like to dress it up a bit.  Video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EcPQJya8yY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wH-HGlqWuAY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHndcAsHB-8


 

 

 

 

 

 

The last back stitch variation is the thread bead. which is simply taking one back stitch in place over and over until the 

surface of the stitch is built up into a little bead.  This is my replacement for the French knot, which is more difficult to 

do and I find it does not wear well...  you can watch a little Q&A video I made during the cloth to cloth workshop here. 

 

A note about fabrics: Although quilters cottons are pretty and smooth, they are in no way friendly to embroidery. Yes 

you can stitch on them, but there is no comparison to the softness of either old cloth or thinner, more loosely woven  or 

softer cloth.  The way the stitch sounds, feels, sinks in, blends with the cloth around it. If you do a lot of embellishment 

you might want to experiment. Make a little cloth sampler. collect little squares of different fabrics and try doing some 

stitching on them to compare. Baste them down to a soft light cloth. Stitch. You will immediately understand what I am 

saying here. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGiOKkZZ_C0

